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Abstract— Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) has recorded 

appreciable progress both in technology and application. Despite 

this progress, there still exist wide performance gap between 

human speech recognition (HSR) and ASR which has inhibited 

its full adoption in real life situation.  A brief review of research 

progress on Yorùbá Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) is 

presented in this paper focusing of variability as factor 

contributing to performance gap between HSR and ASR with a 

view of x-raying the advances recorded, major obstacles, and 

chart a way forward for development of ASR for Yorùbá that is 

comparable to those of other tone languages and of developed 

nations. This is done through extensive surveys of literatures on 

ASR with focus on Yorùbá. Though appreciable progress has 

been recorded in advancement of ASR in the developed world, 

reverse is the case for most of the developing nations especially 

those of Africa. Yorùbá like most of languages in Africa lacks 

both human and materials resources needed for the development 

of functional ASR system much less taking advantage of its 

potentials benefits. Results reveal that attaining an ultimate goal 

of ASR performance comparable to human level requires deep 

understanding of variability factors. 

Keywords: Automatic Speech Recognition, Robust ASR, 

Variability in ASR,  Yorùbá speech processing. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Speech is the most natural and a vital tool for human 
communications, thoughts and ideas are exchanged through 
speech [1][2][3]. Human auditory system (HSR) is endowed 
with robustness - ability to recognize speech with high 
accuracy regardless of speaker’s characteristics and/or 
environmental conditions [4][5]. Speech is made up multi-
layered temporal-spectral variation that embed words, 
intentions, style of speaking, accent, gender, intonation, 
expression, state of  health and emotion of the speaker , 
speaker identity, sex, and age [6][7]. Technological 
advancement has made speech technology an indispensible 
tool for socioeconomic development [8]. A spoken language 
system must have both speech recognition and speech 
synthesis capabilities – understanding and dialogue 
component plus domain knowledge.  

 Despite appreciable progress ASR has recorded over the 
past six decades, there still exist a wide performance gap 
between ASR and HSR with HSR performance far higher 
than ASR [5][9][10]. This degradable performance of ASR is 
attributed to non-cognizance of variability in real-world 
situation during ASR design [5]. The fundamental problem 
of speech recognition like any other pattern recognition 
problem is variability which result is low recognition rate 
(higher word error rate) and its consequent degradable 

performance. Sources of speech variability include duration, 
spectral, emotion, accent, contextual, and noise. However the 
most challenging of this variability includes accent, co-
articulation, and background noise [7]. While [11] remarks 
that ASR systems are highly susceptible to speaker 
variability and that aside gender, the next source of 
variability is speech is accent, and went ahead to suggest that 
ASR should be designed considering variation in accents 
rather than base on native speakers alone.  

Reference [6] while given further explanation on the 
performance gap between ASR and HSR remarked that the 
deficiencies probably come from a combination of factors 
such as the feature representations used for ASR may not 
contain all the useful information for recognition, the 
modeling assumptions may not be appropriate, and the 
applied features extraction and the modeling approaches may 
be too sensitive to intrinsic speech variability, amongst 
which are: speaker, gender, age, dialect, accent, health 
condition, speaking rate, prosody, emotional state, 
spontaneity, speaking effort, articulation effort. In the work 
of [12], WER of 30% was observed due to noise and 45% to 
non-native speakers (accent). This thus calls for serious 
attention to noise and accent as viable means of achieving 
ASR robustness. 

  Like any other technology, research in ASR for African 
language is still at infancy stage [8]. Yorùbá being one of 
African languages is considered under-resourced for speech 
processing [13][14]. Reference [15], remarks that developing 
ASR capability for new languages requires considerable 
amount of time, money and expertise that constitute a major 
impediment in developing nations bedeviled with scarcity of 
both human and financial resources.  

Among wide range of ASR systems applications includes 
the relatively simple isolated-word recognition systems for 
name-dialing, automated customer service and voice-control 
of cars and machines, continuous speech recognition as in 
auto-dictation or broadcast-news transcription [7]. ASR 
technologies has become part of  daily lives activities of 
developed nations ranging from voice commands to control 
electronics, voice dialing, video games  interface to voice 
dictation and dialogue systems [16]. This adoption of ASR 
technologies has lead to more conveniences for citizens that 
have ASR in their languages [17]. Remarks by [17] that 
speech technology has the potential to bridge the digital 
divide of the developing nations, should be a motivating 
factor spurring research in Yorùbá ASR.  
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II. AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNITION (ASR) 

Automatic speech recognition (ASR) involves the 
process of converting recorded acoustic speech signal into 
equivalents sequence of words. Its involves generation of 
words from recorded speech (STT) [18][19]. ASR is a 
technique aimed at converting speech signal into spoken 
word equivalents in text or action [20] in an accurate and 
efficient manner [21] as shown in figure 1.  However, the 
conversion process should not depend on the speaker, 
acoustic signal or channel medium. In otherwords, ASR 
should not only be accurate and efficient, but must also be 
robust to variation either by the speaker or due to 
environmental interference [5]. ASR performs two basic 
operations of speech signal modeling and pattern matching. 
ASR can be classified based on process and approaches. 

Fig. 1. Block diagram of ASR 

A. ASR Process 

ASR system like any other patter recognition system, 
consist of two major processes of signal modeling and 
pattern matching [16][22]. Signal modeling involves the 
conversion of speech signal into a set of parameter. The 
operations involves in   Signal modeling includes: spectral 
shaping – conversion of speech signal from analogue to 
digital; feature extraction – extraction of speech features 
such as energy, pitch, formants etc from speech signal; 
parametisation - transforming extracted speech features into 
signal parameters by differentiation and concatenation; and 
statistical modeling: converting signal parameters into 
observation vectors. While Pattern matching/classification 
involves finding parameters set from memory that match the 
parameters obtained from feature extraction process. Basic 
operations of pattern matching are: training and testing. Of 
all the process involves in ASR, feature extraction is of 
significant role as the accuracy of pattern classification 
depends on successful feature extraction.  

i. Feature Extraction (FE): FE is the process of extracting 
useful and meaningful features from the recorded speech 
signal [23]. Accuracy of ASR system depends to a large 
extent an effective and efficient FE [24]. FE is therefore 
the most important component of ASR as the success of 
pattern classification depends on an accurate FE process 
[25]. An efficient ASR tasks requires FE to be designed 
for normalizing number of effects irrelevant for the 
decoding of speech signal. These effects include: noise, 
channels, microphone characteristics, and speaker-
dependent characteristics such as: vocal track length, 
accent, emotion, and illness [24].  This works argues 
that successful ASR systems to a large extent depend on 

an effective and efficient FE process. Approaches to FE 
can be classified into: temporal analysis (TA) and 
spectral analysis (SA). In TA, the speech waveform is 
used directly for processing. Though this approach is 
simple and involves less computation, it’s however 
limited to few and simple speech features such as power 
and periodicity. SA uses spectral representation of 
speech signal for feature analysis. SA is the most used 
of the two analysis approaches. There are several 
techniques of SA which include: critical band filter, 
cepstral analysis, Mel cepstrum analysis, LPC, 
perceptually linear predictive analysis (PLP), and 
MFCC. In SY ASR, MFCC and LPC are the most 
widely used techniques. 

 

ii. Pattern classification (PC): Approaches to pattern 
classification is ASR can be divided into: Rule based 
and data driven. Though rule based approach is 
generalisable, easy to use and understand, it however 
requires multi-disciplinary experts which SY lacks. Data 
driven approach (machine learning) such as 
classification and regression tree (CART), Hidden 
Markov Model (HMM), Bayesian model, and ANN 
involves modelling and training using speech data for 
recognition purposes. In SY ASR research, commonly 
used approaches are ANN and HMM with hybrid of 
both [26][27]. Figure 2 below shows the ASR process. 

 

Fig. 2. ASR process 

B. ASR Approaches 

Speech recognition approaches can be classified into 
three broad categories of: 

i. Acoustic-Phonetic Approach: This approach exploits the 
theory of acoustic-phonetics of existence of finite 
phonetic units characterized by set of properties in the 
speech signal (Rabiner & Juang, 1993). It attempts to 
decode speech signal based on the known relationship 
between acoustic features of the signal and phonetic 
unit. This approach consists of three process of: spectral 
analysis and features extraction, segmentation and 
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labeling, and valid word/ string identification.  Despite 
being one of the earliest approaches acoustic-phonetic 
has not recorded wider use in commercial applications 
[18]. 

ii. Pattern Recognition Approach: In pattern recognition 
approach, only speech pattern are used directly in 
speech recognition based on mathematical formulation. 
It consists of two processes of pattern training and 
recognition. Methods used include MFCC, HMM and 
LPC. Pattern recognition approach is the most widely 
used approach due to its simplicity of use, robustness, 
and high performance [18][28].  

iii. Artificial Intelligence Approach: Is a combination of 
both acoustic-phonetic and pattern recognition approach 
resulting into a hybrid approach. The ideas and concepts 
of acoustic-phonetic and pattern recognition approach is 
being exploited [18]. The aim of artificial intelligence 
approach is to mechanize the recognition process similar 
to the manner in which humans applies intelligence in 
visualizing, analyzing, and characterizing speech based 
on a set of measured acoustic features. Techniques 
commonly include expert system (e.g., a neural 
network) that integrates phonemic, lexical, syntactic, 
semantic, and even pragmatic knowledge for 
segmentation and labelling, and uses tools such as 
artificial neural networks for learning the relationships 
among these phonetic events [28]. 

III. YORÙBÁ LANGUAGE SYSTEMS 

Yorùbá (Standard Yorùbá - SY ) like most of Africa 
languages is a tonal language and one of the twelve 
languages of the Edekiri sub-branch from the great family of 
the West Benue-Congo of the Niger-Congo phylum of 
African languages. It is natively spoken in south western part 
of Nigeria (the second largest ethnic group in number). 
Nigeria has about 30 million speakers of SY.  It is also 
spoken in Togo, Republic of Benin, Ghana, Sudan, Sierra-
Leone and Côte D’Ivoire [27]. SY is also been spoken 
beyond the Africa to countries such as Brazil, Cuba, 
including Trinidad and Tobago where a large number of 
speakers of the language can be found [29]. SY being a tonal 
language like Cantonese and Thai, unlike non-tonal 
languages such as French and Malay in which word meaning 
can be inferred from spelling; the tone of pronunciation 
which is associated with each syllable of a SY word 
determines the meaning of that word. The homographic 
nature of SY also makes it a complex language. In 
homographic language, a single word can have several 
meaning based on the tone pronunciation [27]. 

Although Yorùbá language has many dialects, the most 
generally used is Standard Yorùbá (SY). SY alphabets 
consists of seven vowels (a, e, ẹ, i, o, ọ , u ), eighteen 
consonants ( b, d, f, g, gb, h, j , k, l, m, n, p, r, s, ṣ, t, w, y ),  
five nasalized vowels (an, ẹn, in, ọn, un), and 2 syllabic 
nasals (m, n).  SY has a diagraph gb which is a consonants 
with two letters. SY  has three tone levels: high tone, mid 
tone, and low tone represented by acute accent symbol ( ´ ),  

macron ( ṣ ), and grave accent symbol (`) respectively. Two 
contrastive tones of rising (R) and falling (L), are also part of 
SY. Tones are realised on vowels and sometimes on nasal 
consonants [30]. A SY syllable can be formed with a 
combination of vowels (V), consonants (C), and/or nasal 
vowels (n) to give syllable combinations: CV, CVn, V, N and 
Vn [32]. 

IV. SOURCES OF SPEECH VARIATION 

Successful improving ASR systems performance is 
directly linked with successfully identifying sources of 
variability before counteracting the effects can be designed 
[6]. Sources of speech variability can be broadly categorized 
into two: speaker’s intrinsic characteristics and 
environmental sources [5]. 

A. Intrinsic variability in speech 

Intrinsic variation in speech is due to factors that are 
directly related to speaker’s characteristics. Such factors 
includes: gender, age, rate of speech (ROS), accent, dialect, 
and emotion [6][7]. Of all these factors, accent constitutes a 
major source of variation in ASR [33][34][35]. 

Accent variation 

Reference [36] defines accent as the way a speaker 
produces the sounds of a language. An accent can indicate 
the speaker’s first language (native or non-native), where 
they were born (regional accent), religious affiliation, ethnic 
group, or socio-economic class. Accents affect both acoustic 
(e.g. formants) and prosodic (e.g. intonation, duration, and 
rate) aspects of speech. Accent constitutes a major factor that 
impede on the performance of ASR [7]. Accent variation is 
as a result of variation in pronunciation between native and 
non-native speakers and therefore pronunciation modeling 
plays a critical part is performance improvement of ASR due 
to accent variation [6]. Reference [37] works on the 
variability between speakers using statistical analysis 
methods reveled that the two sources of variation are gender 
and accent. This assertion is corroborated by the findings of 
both [38][39] that performance degrades when recognizing 
accented speech and non-native speech. This is as a result of 
replacement of unfamiliar phoneme absent in the native 
language phoneme inventory of the speaker, with the sound 
considered as the nearest in their native language phoneme 
inventory [40]. Reference [7], remarks that test data of 
different accent from the training data can result in 
degradable performance of ASR, and hence emphasized the 
need for accent identification and modeling. The result from 
their experiment of accents of British, American, and 
Australia corroborates this assertion. 

B. Environmental variability 

Before now, the main source of variability is ASR is 
attributed to environmental - environmental noise. This is 
evident in the number of publications related to 
environmental/noise robustness. Lately, distortion as a result 
of transmission channels and reverberation has been 
identified as environmental factor of speech variability. 
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Several methods are adopted in mitigating the environmental 
effect of ASR performance. Speech enhancement is aimed at 
generating clean speech input signal devoid of environmental 
contaminations. Speech enhancement approaches includes 
using noise-cancelling microphone or microphone array 
[41][42]. Approaches in counteracting reverberation effects 
are proposed by [43][44][45]. Voice activity detection 
(VAD) aimed at eliminating both noise and reverberation 
effect through detection and elimination of speech 
boundaries or noise portion of speech signal. VAD methods 
includes energy thresholds and zero crossing 
rate[46][47][48][49]. Others approaches are: feature 
extraction [50][51][52][53][54], acoustic modelling 
[28][55][56][57], and pronunciation modelling [8][58].  

V. RESEARCH PROGRESS IN SY ASR 

The fundamental problem of speech recognition like any 
other pattern recognition problem is variability which result 
is low recognition rate (higher word error rate). Sources of 
speech variability include duration, spectral, speaker, accent, 
contextual, and noise. However the most challenging of this 
variability includes accent, co-articulation, and background 
noise [7] While [11] remarks that ASR systems are highly 
susceptible to speaker variability and that aside gender, the 
next source of variability is speech is accent, and went ahead 
to suggest that ASR should be designed considering 
variation in accents rather than base on native speakers 
alone. The main acoustic cue for tone is pitch (fundamental 
frequency F0) whiles the first and second formants (F1 and 
F2) constitute acoustic cues for phoneme [13][20].  Most 
ASR performs poorly on intelligibility and naturalness due to 
non consideration of tonal cue in their design due to 
complexity in modeling tonal cue [13]. Also [20] observed 
that ASR for tone language involves complex task of 
simultaneously identifying tone and phoneme in speech 
signal.  

In ASR research, tones have becomes an interesting 
attraction due to its: syllabic associativity - tones are 
associated with syllables which are building units of speech; 
unique fundamental frequency (F0) - in isolated utterance, 
each tone is characterized by a unique F0 curve [20][27],and 
also the fact that in SY, tones are realized on vowels 
[20][30]. F0 is used to distinguish between lexical tones 
words that are otherwise phonemically identical [31]. 
Though [27] opined that considering the syllabic 
associativity and uniqueness of F0 tones, the complexities of 
designing speech recognition for tone languages can be 
reduced considerably, taking into cognizance the tonal 
realisation on syllable can lead to further reduction in ASR 
design complexities for tonal language. The importance of 
given cognizance to the fact that tone recognition is a 
significant step in the recognition of speech in tone 
languages emphasized by [20][59]. Most syllables in SY 
words end with a vowel or a nasal sound, and there are no 
consonant clusters. It is common in some dialects of SY to 
combine the pronunciation of two syllables if one ends in a 
vowel and the next begins with one.  

In ASR systems, premium should be on FE that is robust 
(invariant) to both speaker and environmental variations 
[60]. Despite appreciable progress ASR has recorded over 
the past six decades, challenges still remains prominent of 
which is speech variability due to speaker and environmental 
factors [8]. SY being a scarce resource and tonal language 
has recorded only a handful number of researches mostly 
focusing on Text-to-Speech (TTS) [8][13][14][26][32][61], 
automatic voice dialing (ATD), [62], tone realization and 
prosodic modeling [63][64], and ASR [20][32]. Automatic 
Voice Dialing (AVD) is an application of ASR to human-
machine interface by speech in mobile phone dialing [62]. 
Reference [62] developed and implements an algorithm in C-
language for speaker authentication and speech recognition 
for mobile phone voice dialing in SY. The speech corpus 
was made up of 2,600 isolated words recorded from 20 
subjects each reading SY numeral 0-9 and words pè,  gbè, 
and fònú 10 times. Speech signal features were extracted 
using Mel frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC) and pattern 
matched by Euclidean distance measure. Recognition rate of 
94% and 82% is achieved for speaker identification and 
speech recognition respectively. 

Reference [27] experimented with Artificial Neural 
Network (ANN) to recognition of tones for SY. The 
experiment employs F0 features extracted from syllable 
recordings of four speakers using PRAAT. Multilayered 
Perceptron (MLP) and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) 
were modelled for the classification and recognition of 
extracted features of the tones in the recorded syllable. 
Results from of both MLP and RNN reveal that both perform 
on training data than on test data with overall performance of 
RNN greater than MLP. Lack of speech technology for SY 
motivated the work by [20]. The paper asserted that 
recognition of vowels is a necessary prerequisite for 
utterances identification of tonal languages. Fundamental 
frequencies (F0) and first two formant (F1 and F2) features 
were extracted from vowels recording of ten subjects. Fuzzy 
logic (FL) and ANN models were developed for vowels and 
phoneme recognition. Performance evaluation of the two 
models reveals that while ANN performs better with training 
data and FL is better with test data. Though the work of both 
[20] and [27] are similar in their approaches, their results 
however show little dissimilarities. While the results of [27] 
shows that both MLP and RNN perform on training data 
than on test data with overall performance of RNN greater 
than MLP. That of [20] reveals that while ANN performs 
better with training data and FL is better with test data with 
ANN models performs better than FL on the overall. 
Reference [26] experimented on the effect of Voice Activity 
Detection (VAD) on SY ASR. Hybrid of MFCC and Linear 
Predictive Coding (LPC) was used for feature extraction 
while ANN was used in recognition stage. Recognition 
accuracy of about 61.2% was achieved for the hybrid feature 
extraction which is higher than 60% for LPC and 58% for 
MFCC. Results from the experiment reveal an interesting 
relationship between VAD and speech intelligibility, the 
higher the VAD value determine by frame size, the lesser the 
intelligibility of the speech.   
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The problem of scarce resources for the development of 
ASR for resource-scarce languages such as SY ASR 
motivated researchers to developed small-vocabulary ASR 
for resource-scarce languages. Notable among these was the 
development of Small-Vocabulary Speech Recognition for 
Resource-Scarce Languages of Yoruba and Hebrew using 
cross-language phonemic mapping [15].  Though their 
system achieved more than 90% accuracy, due to its small 
vocabulary it can only applied in limited applications.  
Absence of speech corpus for Nigerian English (NE) 
motivated the development of Nigerian English Corpus 
(UISpeech corpus [65]. Their work demonstrates the 
possibility of developing ASR for resource-scarce language 
from an existing and established ASR. The result from 
UISpeech reveals that there is pronunciation variation 
between American English (AE) and NE due to accent 
dissimilarity.  Similar researches include The Salaam 
method, PMSR. 

The fact that vowels are the main tone bearing element in 
tone language speech, makes their recognition in tone 
languages to be crucial and central. Recognizing vowels first 
will make the task of recognizing bigger units, such as 
syllables and words to be accomplished much more easily. 
F0 is the acoustic cue for the tone while the first and second 
formants (F1 and F2) frequencies constitute the acoustic cues 
for the phoneme [20]. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FEATURE WORK 

Ability to recognize tone is a necessary step towards 
accurate utterances recognition in SY. The extent of the 
consideration given to tonal and phonemic content in the 
recognition process to a large determines the accuracy of 
ASR for tonal languages. Considering the uniqueness of F0 
and syllabic associativity of tones can greatly reduce the 
complexities is the development of SY ASR. Though ASR 
technologies has recorded considerable progress and 
improved comfort to advanced worlds, likewise the tonal 
languages of Asia such as Thai, Cantonese, and Mandarin. 
African tonal languages of which SY belongs is still at 
infancy. SY being a scarce-resource language is under 
research. Most of ASR in SY are on speech synthesis, voice 
dialing and based on isolated word. There is lack of research 
work on continuous speech recognition, independent speaker 
or on robustness of ASR. Achieving the major goal of speech 
recognition not only in terms of accuracy but to the level 
comparable to human capability requires robust ASR. 
Therefore, future works will be concentrated on how to 
develop a robust ASR for SY. 
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